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These are not party schools for stupid stoners, but places
where intelligent users of cannabis can receive a quality
education. What's the difference? Smart stoners use the herb

#1 EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
Olympia, Washington
The Geoducks
Founded in 1967
4,100 students
$12,264 nonresident tuition
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Fiske rates it the #4 public liberalarts college; studenttofaculty ratio: 22 to 1
evergreen.edu
Mother Nature reigns supreme in the Pacific Northwest. Sure, the lumber companies have been trying
for years to turn its beauty into napkins and newspapers, and there are the unnatural acts committed
by the odd serial murdererTed Bundy and the Green River Killer were both particularly fond of the
Cascade Mountainsbut after mankind is done carving his mark on this particular part of the Earth, the
forest is sure to swallow him up body and soul. This sense of permanence is perhaps one reason
Washington is called "the Evergreen State."
Walking through the rainforest that separates the Evergreen State campus from the sea, you get the
feeling that you've found the halfway point between Darwin and Eden. The forest is primordially damp,
insects swarm your head and the terra firma beneath your feet is exploding with life. Sitka spruce and
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insects swarm your head and the terra firma beneath your feet is exploding with life. Sitka spruce and
western hemlock trees arch towards the sun, dripping with vines and moss. At the same time, the
rainforest is reclaiming the borrowed molecules of the dead, slowly folding them back into the soil from
whence they came.
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Occasionally a hairy figure can be seen darting between the flora and fauna, causing my heart to leap
at the thought that I'd finally fulfilled my lifelong dream to observe a Sasquatch in its natural habitat.
Upon further inspection, I'd see that the beast was actually wrapped in colorful, loosefitting clothing
and that its long hair was matted into dreadlocksthe de rigueur look of the Evergreen student. Maybe
next time, I think, then continue walking.
The leader of this rainforest expedition is Dave Olson. I first contacted Dave after a Google search of
"Evergreen State" and "cannabis" spit his name across my Macintosh screen back in New York.
Though his hair is kind of wild these days and a thick beard covers most of his face, you can't
pigeonhole Dave as a hippie. He's kind of a Renaissance guy who can speak at length on anything
from ecology to music to pro hockey. A Vancouver, B.C. native, Dave is a member of what's known as
"the extended Evergreen family," which comprises grads, nongrads, parttime students and people
thinking of attending parttime. As part of his curriculum at Evergreen, he wrote, produced, directed and
narrated a video documentary, The Hempen Road. The movie explores hemp from all angles, including
the activist community, hemp products, food and history.
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"Where'd you get the idea for your film?" I ask.
"I lived in the Pacific for threefour years, mostly Japan. I was doing hemp stuff the whole time, doing
research. When I got back to America, I realized there weren't any contemporary films that showed the
products and the people and the culture. So I met this Japanese film student and we started talking
about this project. He wasn't really familiar with hemp, and was a little apprehensive about getting
involved with it because of the negative connotations. I wrote up a proposal and shopped it around to
different faculty."
Though Dave found his faculty sponsor to be less enthusiastic than he would have liked, he was
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motivated enough on his own to see the project through to completion. He printed 2,000 copies, did a
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little publicity and sold them himself at hemp events.
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"Before I came here I thought it was going to be an arts and literature and humanities focus, but that's
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not really the case," Dave explains. "The science stuff seems pretty heavy. There's a lot of marine
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biology. A lot of people come here wanting to do stuff about forests and conservation and that kind of
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‘ecosystem, organic farm and herbology' kind of stuff. The strength is the multidisciplinary approach. It
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weans you into learning something that you didn't really plan on learning, by bringing it in with
something that you really want to learn."
[cont.]
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"Multidisciplinary" is the buzzword at Evergreen. It basically
means you choose a subject you want to study, then the
school encourages you to tackle it from several different
angles. You find a professor at the school who you can work
with on an independentstudytype basis, then go off on your
own. There's no tests to cram for, just a final project at the end,
which can be anything from a paper to a performance to a
piece of art.
We finally make it through the woods to the beach, which is empty on this day because most students
are busy studying for their finals. The beach is clothingoptional, Dave informs me, and on a hot day
you can often find undergrads smoking herb and working on their tans.
"I spent my college years in New York City," I inform Dave. "For entertainment we used to watch the
rats outside our dormroom window teaming through the McDonald's trash piles."
"Evergreen provides a countryclub atmosphere at a stateschool budget," he cracks. Tuition goes for
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"Evergreen provides a countryclub atmosphere at a stateschool budget," he cracks. Tuition goes for
$1,008 per quarter for Washington residents, $3,588 per quarter for outofstaters, relatively cheap
when compared with other schools.
I asked a few kids I'd met to estimate what percentage of Evergreen students smoked pot, and most
answered somewhere in the 80% range. Given the surroundings, it just makes sense. There are no
frats and little sports, so the bonehead scene is thankfully kept to a minimum.
My head is still buzzing from the William's Wonder we sampled before arriving on campus when I ask
Dave if Evergreen is a serious school or a refuge for burnouts.
"People work hard and play hard here," he responds. "You see them at the bars until late, and then you
see them on campus working late the next day."
From the beach, we wander back to Evergreen's own organic farm, kind of like a living textbook for
their sustainableagriculture program. According to the Evergreen bulletin, sustainable agriculture
provides instruction in "soils, plant propagation, greenhouse management, composting, green manure,
the use of animal manure, equipment operation, smallfarm economics, pest control, livestock
management, weedcontrol strategies, irrigationsystem design and management, basic horticulture,
machinery maintenance, vegetable and smallfruit culture, marketing and orchard systems."
I can see where that might appeal to certain HIGH TIMES readers.
We tiptoe past the chickens, through the fields and greenhouses filled with lettuce, beets, carrots,
potatoes, cauliflower, broccoli, and tomatoes, until we find easygoing, bespectacled Pat Moore,
professor and director of the farm. I ask him about how Evergreen differs academically from other
schools. He explains that selfdiscipline is the key to success here.
"We get students who don't fit in highly structured programs, and because of that, we're going to get
very bright and innovative students and we're also going to get the exact opposite. If a student is
motivated and interested in what they're studying, they're going to get an excellent education. If they're
trying to slide by, they're going to find a way to do it."
"As a faculty member, what was your reaction when you heard Evergreen had been voted
counterculture college of the year by HIGH TIMES magazine?" I ask.
"Was it really? Gosh, it's a little disconcerting actually. You probably won't put this in your magazine, but
I watch students as they arrive and what happens to them. A lot of them work for me threefour years,
and it seems like they start getting a lot looser in terms of their ability to be reliable workers."
"‘Cuz they smoke a lot of weed?"
"They don't confide in me that way, but I wasn't born yesterday. I'd prefer to see that than binge
drinking. I mean, Washington U. had this big riot in the streets because of binge drinking, and a couple
of kids died. Smoking a little pot, that's not going to happen."
That's not to say Evergreen students don't drink, and after we're finished with the good professor, we
head back to town and agree to reconvene at the Eastside later that evening to sample a few of the
local microbrews.
The air alone is reason enough to move to Olympiacrisp Pacific winds that smell like freshcut cedar.
On a clear day Mt. Rainier dominates the horizon from 100 miles away. It's the capital of Washington,
but still manages to keep a smalltown atmosphere. It's got a pretty happening nightlife sceneFourth
Avenue is plastered with flyers for reggae jams, karaoke, gay parties and retro nights. When we walk
into the Eastside, it's packed with undergrads playing pool and drinking beer. Kurt Cobain used to live
here in the early days of Nirvana, and the grunge look is still alive, with flannel shirts covering parts of
the crowd.
Kenny the bartender pours us a pitcher of Rasputin, a dark brew that's as insidious as its mystic
namesake. When word gets around that HIGH TIMES is in the house, I'm descended upon by so many
students I can hardly remember anyone's name. Without exception, everyone wants to tell me how cool
their school is.

"I'm really glad that there's a school like this in the world," says Emily, a senior. "I wasn't going to go to
college. I was just out of high school. I'd spent my entire life since I was five years old in school. I
wasn't about to go back. Then I came out here, visited this school, walked around the campus, met
some kids, talked to them, looked at their classes... I was like ‘dude, this place is awesome!' It's chill,
you make your own classes up, you don't get grades, people are mellow, it's in a really beautiful place,
there's good herb, you know what I mean?"
Emily started out studying comparative religions, then switched to art and hopes to become an art
therapist someday. When I ask her for a few tips on places to go off campus she suggests the
Staircase (an outdoor nature refuge), Elwa hot springs, Mt. Rainier, and the Olympic peninsula.
I ask another senior, Sarah, what sort of an education she thought she was getting. She told me
Evergreen taught her "the things that high school left out. Such as how fucked up this world is. I'm kind
of a glutton for the depressing stuff, so I mainly concentrated on things like, you know, saving the world.
Really simple stuff."
I ask her the names of a few classes she took and one stands out and cracks up everyone at the table
"Whiteness, Maleness and the Immorality of Wealth." "The big myth is that kids at Evergreen major in
underwater basketweaving or hacky sack," she explains. "But it's true that my roommates spent a
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semester building eightfoottall sock monkeys."
I start the next day with a tour of the Evergreen dorms. The kids are genuinely shocked when I knock
on a few doors and announce HIGH TIMEs' arrival. It takes me literally five minutes to find the herbin
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this case some B.C. commercial bud. We speak a bit about the local strains, William's Wonder and the
Gangsta being favorites.
Talk turns to the campus police, who carry guns and who've been encouraged to step up their profile.
The campus cops even print their own trading cards, and the kids actually show me a few with cops
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posing next to their favorite drug dogs.
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"I heard the DEA was here," one student informs me.
"I have a hard time believing the Feds are snooping around dorm rooms," I tell him, but he insists it's
true.
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"The cops are pretty cool, though," he continues. "A fire alarm went off and the cops came in and found
some dope on a kid. His punishment was to write an article about how to hide your shit in your house!"
I have a feeling I'm being treated to a few herban myths, but it's true that the school is not too pleased
about its cannabisfriendly reputation. In fact, after I left, the traditional graduation 4:20 on Super
Saturday was shut down when rumors abounded that HIGH TIMES would be there to record the event
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for posterity. We were 3,000 miles away at the time, but the cops chased the kids into the woods. Sorry
about that.
After the dorm tour I return to Red Square, the center of campus. There I meet Conner Kenny, a
political economy major from Austin, Texas, currently in his first year at Evergreen. Conner is cranking
a Bob Marley tape as he tries to get students to sign a petition to close mercury loopholes in the state's
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cleanwater laws. There's a strong activist community on campus. In fact, the college caught a lot of
flack a few years back when they invited Mumia AbuJamal to give a commencement speech via
satellite from his prison cell. In the last year of his life, Ken Kesey also was the keynote speaker at
graduation. Declaring Evergreen "the college for all hippies," he gave a rambling speech that ended
abruptly when he realized he'd lost the last two pages.
I'm running a little late for a planned photo shoot of the favorite local cannabis strains, but before I
leave campus I ask Conner what role he thinks marijuana plays in the Evergreen education.
"It's just part of the culture. People get together who feel the same way about things. Here, people
would rather spend their time doing something other than spending money, making money and
worrying about making money. It's a rejection of the norms of consumerdriven society."
[cont.]
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